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Abstract

This paper presents the SEQ model which is the basis for
a system to manage various kinds of sequence data. The
model separates the data from the ordering information,
and includes operators based on two distinct abstractions
of a sequence. The main contributions of the SEQ model
are: (a) it can deal with different types of sequence data,
(b) it supports an expressive range of sequence queries, (c)
it draws from many of the diverse existing approaches to
modeling sequence data.

1 Introduction
Data over ordered domains such as time or linear position
often reflect the underlying order, and can be naturally
viewed as a sequence. Applications involving sequence
data have typically led to a specialized model and a stylized
language. In this paper, we present the SEQ model which
is the basis for a system we are building to manage and
manipulate diverse kinds of sequence data.

It is reasonable for a database user to ask, “What kinds
of queries can I ask on sequence data, and how can I ex-
press these queries ?”. The motivation for this research
is to answer this question, so that subsequent research can
focus on the question, “How can these queries be efficiently
executed?”. Given the large number of existing models for
specific kinds of sequence data (see Section 4), a natural
reaction is to wonder what good yet another model would
do. The answer is twofold. Firstly, while each specialized
data model may be as expressive as SEQ in its particu-�Praveen Seshadri was supported by IBM Research Grant 93-F153900-
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lar problem domain, the importance of a uniform model is
that optimization and implementation techniques that are
developed in one problem domain can be applied to other
domains. Secondly, few other models have been carried
through to a concrete implementation. Our research is part
of a larger ongoing effort to build a sequence database sys-
tem. In [14], we presented query optimization techniques
based on a limited model of sequences. The constructs
in our model have therefore been constrained by practical
considerations of efficiency and ease of implementation.

2 Model of Sequences
We begin with definitions of data records, and operations
on them. We then associate a set of records with a totally
ordered domain (like the integers) to define sequences as
orderings of data records.

We assume the existence of a set TBasic of atomic types.
The type domain of a basic type is the (possibly infinite)
set of values of that type. A record schema is defined
as the set R =< A1:T1, ... , AN :TN > for some finite
N. Each of the Tis are types in TBasic, and each Ai is
a named attribute. The number N of attributes is called
the arity of the record schema. The type domain TR of
R is (T1 � T2 � ::: � TN). A record of schema R is an
element of TR. Notationally, a record is represented by
a set of attribute values between the symbols <>. Given
two records ra :< a1; :::; am > and rb :< b1; :::; bn >, the
concatenation< a1; :::; am; b1; :::; bn > is denoted as ra:rb
which is equal to rb:ra.
Definition 2.1 Let S be a set of records of schema R, and
let O be a countable totally ordered domain. A many-to-
many relationship OS from O to TR is an ordering of S by
O iff:� For every record ri 2 S, there exists some p 2 O such

that OS(p; ri).� OS(p; ri)) p 2 O and ri 2 S.
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Figure 1: Mathematical Representation of a Sequence

O is called the ordering domain, and its elements are
called positions. The first part of the definition specifies
that every record in S is associated with some position.
The second part specifies that no record outside of S is
associated with any position.
Definition 2.2 A sequence Seq is a 3-tuple < S;O;OS >
where� S is a set of records of schema RS .� O is an ordering domain.� OS is an ordering of S by O.

Figure 1 provides a visual interpretation of this definition
of a sequence. The ordering is called a sequence ordering.
Note that each position could be related to more than one
record, and vice versa. While every record has to map to at
least one position, the converse is not true.

2.1 Classes of Operators
Two equivalent definitions of sequence < S;O;OS > are:� OS � a function PF that defines for every position p2 O a set of records PF(p) such that8 p 2 O 8 r 2 TR, r 2 PF(p) , OS(p,r).� OS � a function RF that defines for every record r inTR, a set of positions RF(r) such that8 p 2 O 8 r 2 TR, p 2 RF(r) , OS(p,r) is true.

The first representation is called Positional while the sec-
ond representation is called Record-Oriented . Each repre-
sentation provides a distinct perspective of a sequence that
influences the choice of query operators.

A sequence operator defines a new sequence using ex-
isting sequences. The existing sequences used are the input
sequences of the operator, and the new sequence defined is
the output sequence. The following are characteristics of
all the operators in the data model:
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Figure 2: Query Using Positional Operators

1. Every operator defines an output sequence, possibly
using input sequences. The number of input sequences
defines the arity of the operator.

2. It is possible to compose multiple operators with the
output of one operator becoming the input of another
operator.

3. If the arity of an operator is greater than one, all its
input sequences must have the same ordering domain.

A query is an acyclic composition of operators. We
now define each type of operator, along with an informal
explanation. An operator M that uses an auxiliary value V
(for instance, a selection operator uses an auxiliary function
that acts as a selection condition) is denoted as M[V].

2.2 Positional Operators
Positional operators are based on the view of the sequence
as a set of records associated with each position in the
ordering domain. The input and output sequences have
the same ordering domains. The operators are defined by
specifying the PF of the output sequence.

Transform Operators: M[Fn]: Fn takes a position and
a set of input records at that position, and returns a set of
output records. As examples, Fn could apply a selection
condition or a projection operation to the input records. If
the input sequence of the unary transform operator M is <S1; O; PF1 >, then the output sequence is < S;O; PF >,
where for all positions p in O, PF (p) = Fn(p; PF1(p))
and S is the union of the records in PF(p).

Binary Operators: M[Fn]: Fn takes a position and
the two sets of records at that position, and returns a set
of output records. Fn could be any of the relational opera-
tors: union, intersection, Cartesian product, set difference
or join. As examples, the Positional Compose(Join) opera-
tor performs the Cartesian product(Join) of the sets of input
records. If the input sequences of the binary operator M



are < S1; O; PF1 > and < S2; O; PF2 >, then the output
sequence is < S;O; PF >, where for all positions p in O,PF (p) = Fn(p; PF1(p); PF2(p)) and S is the union of
the records in PF(p).

Offset Operators: M[j]: There are two kinds of
unary offset operators. The position offset operator re-
turns an output sequence which is identical to the input
sequence except that the entire ordering domain has been
“shifted” by the specified number of positions. If the
input sequence is < S1; O; PF1 >, then the output se-
quence is < S;O; PF > where for all positions p in O,PF (p) = PF1(p1) and the number of positions between
p and p1 is j. The value offset operators are similar, ex-
cept that they ignore positions that map to no records. If
the input sequence is < S1; O; PF1 >, then the output se-
quence is < S;O; PF > where for all positions p in O,PF (p) = PF1(p1) and the number of non-null positions
between p and p1 is j. The Next and Previous operators are
special cases of value offset operators with offsets of 1 and
-1 respectively. In both cases, S is the union of the records
in PF(p) for all positions p.

Aggregate Operators: M[agg func,agg pos]: The
agg pos function is used to select a subset of the positions
of the ordering domain, based on the current position. The
function agg func is an aggregate function over the union of
records in PF(p) at the selected positions p. If the input se-
quence of the unary aggregate operator is < S1; O; PF1 >,
then the output sequence is < S;O; PF >, where for all
positions p in O, S is the union of the records in PF(p)
and PF (p) = agg func(frjp1 2 agg pos(p) ^ r 2PF1(p1)g). For example, an aggregate to compute the run-
ning 3-day average of a daily sequence would have agg func� Avg and agg pos(pos) � fpjpos � p � pos� 2g.

While the operators are defined in general terms, a par-
ticular implementation might choose to provide a subset of
these operators with predefined functions.
Example 2.1 Assume that daily sequences of stock data
are available for IBM, DEC and HP. A query could ask for
the 3-day average of the close of IBM stock values when
the value of DEC is greater than that of HP. The query
is visualized using a graphical notation in Figure 2. The
Join operator on the right side of the query determines the
positions (in this case, days) on which the value of DEC
was greater than the value of HP. The left side of the query
generates the sequence corresponding to the 3-day moving
average of the close of IBM. Finally, the Compose operator
ensures that the answer contains the value of the moving
average for only the desired days. Such figures will be
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Figure 3: Query Using Record-Oriented Operators

used throughout this paper to illustrate examples. As in
this figure, obvious projections that clutter the presentation
of the figure are omitted.

2.3 Record-Oriented Operators
Record-Oriented operators are based on the view of a se-
quence as a set of positions associated with each record
in the type domain. The operators are defined by specify-
ing the RF of the output sequence. The input and output
sequences have the same ordering domains.

Transform Operators: M[Fnrec,Fnpos]: BothFnrec
and Fnpos take an input record and its associated set of po-
sitions as arguments; Fnrec returns an output record andFnpos returns the set of positions to which that output
record maps. If the input sequence of the unary transform
operator M is < S1; O;RF1 >, then the output sequence
is < S;O;RF >, where S is the union of the records r
returned by Fnrec(r1; RF1(r1)) for all records r1 in S1,
and RF is defined by RF (r) = Fnpos(r1; RF1(r1)). As
examples, Start-Of (End-Of) is a unary operator that asso-
ciates each output record with the first (last) of the set of
positions that the corresponding input record maps to.

Binary Operators: M[Fnrec,Fnpos]: If the inputs
of the binary operator M are < S1; O;RF1 > and <S2; O;RF2 >, then the output sequence is < S;O;RF >,
where S is the union of the records r returned byFnrec(r1; RF1(r1); r2; RF2(r2)) for all records r1 in S1

and r2 in S2. The RF of the output sequence is defined byRF (r) = Fnpos(r1; RF1(r1); r2; RF2(r2)). It should be
noted that various kinds of “sequence joins” may be spec-
ified as binary Record-Oriented operators whose Fnrec is
a conditional concatenation. For instance, if Fnpos is an
intersection of the sets of positions of the two records, the
resulting binary operator is an “Overlap Join”. If Fnpos



checks for containment of one of the position sets in the
other, we get different variants of the “Contain-Join”[11].
Similarly, the Make-Interval operator is a sequence join
where Fnpos gives the minimal interval that includes all
the positions of both the input records.

Aggregate Operators: M[agg func,agg rec]: The
Groupby Aggregate operators are unary operators defined
by two functions. One function agg rec is used to parti-
tion the input records into disjoint sets. The other function
agg func is an aggregate function over each partition set of
input records. There is one output record corresponding
to each partition, whose value is determined by applying
agg func to the partition. This output record maps to all
positions that mapped to input records in the partition (i.e.
RF(r) = [ RF(ri) , ri 2 partition(r)).

While the operators are defined in general terms, a par-
ticular implementation might provide a subset of these op-
erators with predefined functions. The following example
demonstrates a simple sequence query that can be expressed
using Record-Oriented operators.
Example 2.2 Assume that a temporal database has a se-
quence of records that place a player in a particular league
of teams for each month. Consider a query that asks for
those players who were promoted from a D team to an A
team, while some other player remained on a B team. The
query is visualized in the graphical notation in Figure 3.
The left side of the query finds the sequence of players on
B teams. The right side of the query constructs interval se-
quences corresponding to the transition of the same player
from a D team to an A team. Finally, the Contains Join re-
turns the desired answer. Note that this query formulation
assumes that players are never demoted! This query was
adapted from [16].

2.4 Duality of Sequences
Some queries involving Positional operators are difficult to
express using Record-Oriented operators, and vice versa.
For instance, it would be difficult to express the Previ-
ous operator in the Record-Oriented model (and vice-versa
with the Precede and Contains Joins)1. For this reason, we
include both the Record-Oriented and the Positional opera-
tors in the data model. The SEQ model therefore does not

1In fact, in the absence of aggregate operators, this is not merely
difficult, but impossible. Since our definitions of aggregates are very
broad, it is possible in either kind of aggregate operator to treat the entire
set of records as the aggregate set, and introduce an arbitrary degree
of complexity into the function that actually computes the aggregate.
However, we view this as unrealistic, since an implementation would
probably provide a limited collection of aggregate functions.

merely provide the Positional abstraction or the Record-
Oriented abstraction, but allows both to coexist simulta-
neously in specifying a query. This is a recognition of
the fact that a sequence is at once “Positional ” as well as
“Record-Oriented ”. This duality has also been recognized
in the context of temporal databases by [20], who define a
temporal calculus based on these two abstractions.

3 Extensions to the Data Model
We now present two extensions to the basic model of se-
quences that result in the SEQ data model.

3.1 Sequence Zooming
The first extension involves the Collapse and Expand op-
erators. The motivation for this extension is as follows.
Consider a sequence of stock data records, with values
recorded every trading day. The ordering domain of this
data sequence is trading days. However, someone query-
ing this sequence might want to view the data at a weekly
granularity, thus effectively modifying the ordering domain
to weeks instead. Since the mapping from days to weeks
is well defined, it should be possible to allow such “zoom”
operations.

Definition 3.1 Consider two totally ordered domains O1

and O2. A collapse  is a many-to-one onto function fromO1 to O2. The inverse mapping �1 is called an expansion
from O2 to O1.

Examples of collapses include days to months, months
to years, feet to yards, etc.

Definition 3.2 Let Seq1 =< S;O1; OS1 >. Let OS1 be
represented by the positional function PF1. Consider an-
other totally ordered domain O2. Let  be a collapse fromO1 to O2. A sequence Seq2 =< S;O2; OS2 > is a -
collapse of Seq1 iff OS2 is represented by positional func-
tion PF2 defined as follows:8p2 2 O2, PF2(p2) = fr j p1 2 O1 ^ p2 = (p1) ^r 2 PF (p1) g
Definition 3.3 Let Seq2 =< S;O2; OS2 >. Let OS2 be
represented by the positional function PF2. Let �1 be
an expansion from O2 to another totally ordered domainO1. A sequence Seq1 =< S;O1; OS1 > is a -expansion
of Seq2 iff OS1 is represented by positional function PF1

defined as follows:8p1 2 O1, PF1(p1) = PF2(p2) where p2 = (p1)
Note that -expansion(-collapse(Seq)) is not equiva-

lent to Seq. For example, if a daily sequence is collapsed
to a weekly sequence, the information of which record
mapped to which day is not retained.
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The Collapse and Expand operators are unary opera-
tors based on the definitions of sequence collapse and ex-
pansion. These operators take an argument specifying a
collapse (expansion) and derive an output sequence by ap-
propriately collapsing (expanding) the input sequence. It
is expected that certain “well-known” collapses and expan-
sions on the ordering domain are pre-defined, and can be
used by the query operators. Here, we present an example
of a query that uses them.
Example 3.1 Assume that a sequence of stock market
transactions is available, recorded on a daily basis. The
following query needs to be posed: select all daily stock
purchases during all weeks in which Gordon Gecko sold
more than $50,000 of stock in a single transaction. Fig-
ure 4 shows the representation of the query. A selection
is applied to the sequence of stock purchases to select the
transactions of Gecko of value greater than 50,000. This
sequence is then collapsed to a weekly sequence, in which
a week that maps to no records implies Gecko had no major
transaction that week. This is then expanded back to a daily
sequence, in which all days belonging to such weeks map
to no records. In essence, this provides a selection of those
days that are of interest to the query. Finally this is com-
posed with the original stock sequence, thereby producing
the desired answer. Project operators have been omitted in
order to keep the figure simple.

3.2 Sequence Group
So far, all operators have manipulated input sequences and
produced output sequences. We now introduce the concept
of a sequence group and operators that manipulate sequence
groups. Sequence groups along with the set of operators on
them constitute the SEQ data model. The motivation for
this enhancement is that a model for sequence databases has

to deal with the concept of collections of sequences. This
also expands the scope of SEQ to include an important
class of sequence applications: those involving temporal
data that are currently modelled using temporal relational
databases. Other important consequences of this extension
are that relations fall out as a special case of sequence
groups, and that nested queries can be cleanly modeled.
Definition 3.4 A labelled sequence is a pair L::S where S
is a sequence and L is a record of zero or more fields. L is
called a sequence label. A sequence group is a set SL of
labelled sequences in which all the sequences in SL have
the same schema(label and record). The sequence label
acts as the key of each labelled sequence (therefore, no two
labelled sequences in a sequence group can have the same
label).

The label represents the attributes of a sequence that do
not vary with position. These can also be used to uniquely
identify the sequence. A sequence group operator manip-
ulates input sequence groups to define an output sequence
group. There are two categories of operators; one category
is derived from the operators already defined on sequences,
while there are five new operators in the other category.
Definition 3.5 Every operator OpS defined on sequences
has a counterpart OpSG of the same arity defined on se-
quence groups, based on the following rules:� IfOpSG is unary, for every sequence Li :: Si in the in-

put sequence group, there is a sequenceLi :: OpS(Si)
in the output sequence group ifOpS(Si) is non-empty.
Else, there is no sequence in the output with label Li.� If OpSG is binary, for every sequence Li :: Si in
the first input sequence group and sequence Lj :: Sj
in the second input sequence group, there is a se-
quence Li:Lj :: OpS(Si; Sj) in the output sequence
if OpS(Si; Sj) is non-empty. Else, there is no se-
quence in the output with label Li:Lj .

The sequence group operator OpSG therefore applies the
sequence operator OpS individually to each combination
of sequences in the input sequence groups. Four of the new
operators on sequence groups are presented here; the fifth
is presented in the section on nested queries and is used
solely in that context.� The Select Label operator allows selection conditions

to reference the label attributes as well.� The Project Label operator allows a projection to re-
moves some attributes of the input sequence label as
well. Each output sequence is the positional union of
the input sequences that project to the same label.
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As an example of a query requiring sequence groups,
consider an example from [1] which performs a similarity
search on a database of sequences with identical schemas.
If the records in the sequences have a numeric attribute on
which the similarity comparison is being made, the “dis-
tance” between two sequences at a position is the absolute
difference in the values of the attribute in the corresponding
records of the sequences at that position. The total distance
between the two is the sum over all positions of the per-
position distance. Given a sample sequence, the query
needs to find all sequences in the database that are within a
certain “distance” (say 2000) of the sample sequence.

With the basic sequence model, it is possible to express
such a comparison between two individual sequences. It
requires a positional composition, an arithmetic operator
to determine the position-wise difference, followed by an
aggregate operation that sums the total distance between
the two sequences. However, it is desirable to express
such a query over a collection of sequences. Figure 5
demonstrates how the SEQmodel can represent this query.
Let the database of sequences be represented by a sequence
group where each individual sequence is labelled by its
name. Recall that all the sequences have the same schema,
since they belong to the same sequence group. The result
is a sequence group which contains those sequences in the

database that satisfy the similarity query.

3.3 Extending Relational Databases
Much of existing temporal database research has extended
the relational model to add temporal semantics. Typically,
a timestamp (which is a collection of time points) is as-
sociated either with each tuple, or with each attribute of
a tuple. An observation made by [10] was that temporal
relations should be modeled not as sets of tuples, but as
sets of Time Sequences, with basic operations like selec-
tions and projections on the Time Sequences. This is the
natural way to represent temporal relations in SEQ , which
we shall call SEQ -Rel. The time varying values of each
real-world entity are represented as a sequence, labelled by
the non-varying attributes of the entity. A sequence group
containing a set of such labelled sequences models a tem-
poral relation. We study the properties of SEQ -Rel in
[15], and show that by extending a sequence group to be a
multiset, it is a “temporally grouped” model[3]. We also
present some results on the expressiveness of the model.

One important result is that relations can be modeled
as a special case of sequence groups. In the degenerate
case where the sequence record schema has no attributes,
each element of the sequence group is essentially a tu-
ple. The sequence group operators defined earlier giveSEQ -Rel the operators of the relational algebra, making
it relationally complete. This indicates that the integration
of sequence data with existing relational databases may
be relatively simple. Since the SEQ model is relation-
ally complete, existing systems need only be extended with
the additional functionality needed to manipulate sequence
data. We are currently building a complete database system
based on SEQ that will also handle relations cleanly under
this common framework (while SEQ currently does not
have features like duplicates and aggregates that relational
database systems provide, adding these should not be diffi-
cult). We are also in the process of extending SQL to allowSEQ queries to be expressed. It is important to realize
the degree of flexibility that SEQ provides such a system.SEQ does not specify any particular data representation
format; therefore, the underlying system may “flatten” se-
quences into 1NF tuples, or implement them as complex
tuples. Further, there is the ability to ask queries over sets
of sequences (like many of the queries in the consensus
test-suite of temporal queries[9]), or complex queries over
individual sequences (like the queries that are described in
[14]).
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3.4 Nested Queries
Consider an example of a nested query(from [14]): Find
each Volcano eruption and the most recent Earthquake in
the same region. For each Volcano record X at position
p, the previous earthquake record in the same region as X
needs to be determined and composed with X. We need to
find an algebraic representation of this operational notion.
We note that the same issue arises in the context of nested
aggregate queries in SQL, and that our solution can be ap-
plied almost identically in that domain as well. We require
the addition of one new operator; the Group Construct(T)
operator is defined for every type T 2 TBasic and has no
inputs. For every value v 2 type-domain(T), there is a
sequence < v >:: Const(< v >) in the output sequence
group.

Figure 6 shows the desired SEQ query. Each sequence
group in the query graph is given a name for ease of expla-
nation. A is a singleton sequence group with empty label
containing the Earthquake sequence. B is the result of a
Group Construct on the domain of regions. The composi-
tion of A and B results in C which has one labelled sequence
for each region (i.e. one for each label in B). The Select op-
erator applied to the attributes of the C records results in the
D sequence group, in which each sequence is labeled by a
particular region and contains records of all earthquakes in
that region. The Previous operator now produces sequence
group E. For each region label, E contains a sequence that
for every position specifies the most recent earthquake(s)
in the same region. This is composed with V which is the
Volcano sequence group of empty label, resulting in the
sequence group F. F is now the input to a Select Label op-
erator which selects in each labelled sequence, only those
records for which the volcano’s region matches the region
in the label. At this stage, sequence group G contains one

sequence for each of the region labels. Any records within
each sequence are a concatenation of a volcano record and
the previous earthquake record in the same region. Finally,
the Project Label operator eliminates the sequence label,
thus merging all the sequences in the group into the desired
answer sequence.

While it may appear tedious to express a correlated
query using the sequence group operators, in practice, a
user would express the query using some easier notation
(like the use of a scoped variable). The algebraic form of
the query would be automatically generated from the user’s
query to then be optimized and evaluated.

4 Related WorkSEQ draws features from many diverse existing approaches
to modeling sequence data, and appears to be suited to
most sequence database application domains. In this sense,SEQ is a unifying sequence data model. We now provide
brief pointers to interesting related work. There has been
considerable research on temporal data models[8], algebras
and semantics[18]. We merely cite references to articles
that survey the extensive work in these areas. TSQL2[5]
represents the ongoing efforts of a portion of the tempo-
ral database research community to specify an extension
to the SQL-92 language standard. TSQL2 is based on a
temporal relational model, and we have discussed the rela-
tionship of SEQ with such models earlier in the paper. A
more specific comparison with TSQL2 is presented in the
expanded version of this paper[15]. [12] describes opera-
tors based on temporal logic for supporting lists in a data
model, while [19] provides a model based on logic pro-
graming for stream oriented data and processing. Much of
this work is similar to our Positional operators on individual
sequences. The Time Sequence model[13] views a database
as being composed of collections of time-varying objects,
with query operators over these collections. We show in
[15] that the Positional operators of the SEQ model with
minor extensions to the Expand operator can represent all
Time Sequence queries. [6] presents an object-oriented
approach to providing lower level operators on temporal
objects. Our approach instead uses high level algebraic
operators to query sequences. The concepts of collapse
and expansion of ordering domains are similar to the in-
tervallic partitions of [4] and the time units of [20]. There
has also been closely related work on calendric systems by
[2] and [17]. We discuss the similarities and differences
in greater detail in [15]. An expression recognition system
on event sequences has been implemented as part of the



ODE project[7]. In [15] we show that some of the same
functionality can be provided by SEQ , but with potentially
increased efficiency of evaluation for large sequences. [1]
describes an efficient technique for similarity searches over
sequence databases; the problem was used as an example
query in Section 3.2. Much of this work appears disjoint or
at best remotely related, and it is encouraging that SEQ is
able to relate these diverse applications involving sequence
data.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented the SEQmodel of sequence data, along
with algebraic operators to query sequence databases. The
algebraic representation of nested queries presented in the
context of SEQ is independently an important contribution
of this paper. The importance of SEQ lies in its ability to
model sequence data from a variety of domains and appli-
cations, and the possibilities for efficient query processing
that arise from a relatively simple and uniform data model.
Our future work in this area focuses on three major ar-
eas: (a) extending the SEQ model with new constructs,
specifically a limited form of cyclic queries, (b) devising
further optimization mechanisms and evaluation strategies,
(c) Implementing a sequence database system based on theSEQ model; this is currently in progress.
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